The tragic shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, has brought a renewed focus on federal, state, and local policies pertaining to school safety. This Issue Brief reviews general state practices to maintain safe schools and federal education programs that fund and shape some local school practices. Re-examining how school safety initiatives are implemented in states suggests the need for increased collaboration among states and new flexibility for states when it comes to the use of existing federal funds.

School Safety Problems Faced by State and Local Education Agencies

States play a role in ensuring school safety, managing resources, and providing training, technical assistance, and guidance to local schools. As both the National Governors Association and the Department of Justice (DOJ) have found, “[S]chool safety responsibility typically rests with the SEA [state education agency].”¹ State School Safety Centers (SSSCs) often manage those efforts, and exist in 48 out of 50 states and the District of Columbia, with some states operating multiple SSSCs.² According to the DOJ, 36 out of 56 SSSCs are located within state education agencies (SEAs), while the remainder are found in other state agencies and organizations, such as emergency management offices and universities. Other states that do not operate SSSCs situate individuals tasked with designing and overseeing school safety policies in state agencies (such as departments of education or public safety agencies).

As the DOJ notes, SSSCs undertake a wide range of priorities, influenced by various factors such as whether there have been “high profile incidents of violence, such as school shootings,” the agency in which the center is housed, the number of staff, and the years the center has been in operation.³ As a result, SSSC responsibilities vary considerably from state to state.⁴ Because SSSCs work closely with SEAs, local education agencies (LEAs), and schools, “they play a key role in working with federal and state governments as well as LEAs and schools in shaping, informing, and implementing legislation, policies, practices, and programming to improve school safety.”⁵ SSSCs perform the following services:

- Conduct research and evaluations;
- Share best practices with nearby states;
- Work with local law enforcement;
- Respond to school safety incidents;
- Provide feedback on policy proposals;
- Train school resource officers;
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Develop emergency operations plans; 
Undertake threat assessments; and 
Help schools prepare for crises, including school shootings.\(^6\)

Notably, at a 2016 roundtable of SSSC representatives convened by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), stakeholders discussed the role they play—and challenges associated with—training school resource officers (SROs) and associated school personnel:

When schools are first assigned an SRO, school administrators may not understand what the SRO’s job should entail. To address this, some SSSCs provide legal education training to school administrators or meet with administrators to discuss the SROs’ activities, their legal responsibilities, and the limits of their tasks at school. Some SSSCs collect data on school-based arrests initiated by SROs to inform stakeholders about school discipline practices.\(^7\)

Although SSSCs have much of the needed contextual knowledge to navigate school safety issues within their jurisdiction, SSSC representatives have identified persistent areas of concern, such as when:

Multiple agencies are involved, 
Issues come with differing opinions about the best path forward, 
Federal privacy laws prevent schools from sharing the results of threat assessments, 
Federal agencies supply conflicting guidance to states, and 
SSSC efforts to share school safety efforts with other states encounter difficulties.

Several concerns from state school safety representatives could inform current school safety efforts among state and federal policymakers. Participants in the NIJ’s 2016 forum reported that school principals “frequently work alone to assess safety concerns and risks inside their schools.”\(^8\) To mitigate that issue, SSSC representatives discussed the need to build relationships in order to share information and learn about best practices in school safety from other states. Some SSSCs, for example, engage in a monthly conference call to share information on school safety efforts. SSSC representatives suggested developing a framework for collecting school safety data with “consistent and clearly defined terminology and guidance about information sharing.”\(^9\) In addition to how principals too often work in isolation on school safety practices, SSSC representatives were “frustrated about the tendency for legislators and policymakers to act precipitously following a school safety incident,” reducing their capacity to pursue “strategic, sustained, and comprehensive school safety approaches.”\(^10\) Finally, SSSC representatives underscored the need for local leaders to be empowered to develop approaches to preventing school violence.

### U.S. Department of Education Programs Pertaining to School Safety

States and local school districts are on the front lines of providing school safety. However, several federal Department of Education programs provide
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additional funding sources supplementing state and local programs. The U.S. Department of Education funds school safety and mental health activities primarily through Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), most recently authorized as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), through two overarching programs:

1. The Student Support and Academic Enrichment (SSAE) Program; and

2. National School Safety Activities (which is comprised of several smaller programs).

**Student Support and Academic Enrichment Program.** Part A of Title IV of the ESEA authorizes Student Support and Academic Enrichment Grants. Although the Student Support and Academic Enrichment Program is not specifically designated for school safety or mental health purposes, districts can use the funding for bullying prevention or to provide mental health assistance. For example, states and LEAs may use the grants to develop “relationship building skills to help improve safety through the recognition and prevention of coercion, violence, or abuse.”[11] The SSAE grants can also be used for bolstering foreign language instruction, building technological infrastructure, and a host of other services that are unrelated to school safety. These programs/purposes were all consolidated under Title IV, Part A of the Every Student Succeeds Act when the ESEA was reauthorized in 2015. SSAE grants were funding at $400 million in fiscal year (FY) 2017.[12]

**National School Safety Activities.** Several discretionary grant programs are authorized under Part F of Title IV of the ESEA and comprise the law’s National School Safety Activities.

- **Project School Emergency Response to Violence (SERV).** Project SERV provides federal funding in the aftermath of violent or traumatic school-based events to aid schools in recovery. Project SERV provides both short-term and long-term education-related services in affected schools, including both through local education agencies and institutions of higher education.[13] For example, the Texas Education Agency received a Project SERV grant in early 2018 to help local school districts in the Presidential Disaster Declaration impacted by Hurricane Harvey.[14] The Newtown, Connecticut, Public School District received a total of $6.4 million in Project SERV grants between the 2012–2013 school year and the 2014–2015 school year in the wake of the shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School.[15] Project SERV was funded at $1 million in FY 2017, in addition to the $5.2 million balance that remains from prior years.

- **Full-Service Community Schools Program (Community Support for School Success Program).** The Full-Service Community Schools Program provides federal funding for projects that “involve a school as the locus for the provision of comprehensive academic, social, and health services that respond to the needs of students, their families, and community members.”[16] Funding is also available to support school mental health services. In addition to youth crime prevention and rehabilitation services, the grants
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may also be used for preschool programs, community engagement supports, and job training. This grant program was funded at $10 million in FY 2017 and is part of Title IV of the ESEA.\(^{17}\)

**Additional Programs.** The U.S. Department of Education also provides funding for school safety efforts through other assorted programs.

- **Promoting Student Resilience Grants.** The federally funded School Safety National Activities umbrella includes Promoting Student Resilience Grants that provide federal funding to LEAs in communities that have “experienced significant civil unrest to help address the comprehensive behavioral and mental health needs of students.”\(^{18}\) The grants are designed to fund capacity building in LEAs to address the behavioral and mental health needs of students in schools that have experienced significant civil unrest in the past two years. Approximately $4.7 million was appropriated for the Promoting Student Resilience Program in FY 2016 and is authorized under Title III of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2016.\(^{19}\)

- **School Climate Transformation Grants.** School Climate Transformation Grants provide federal funding to schools under Title IV of the ESEA to supplement evidence-based practices for improving student learning conditions. Eligible projects include capacity building for establishing school-wide, multi-tiered behavioral frameworks and school training to improve behavioral outcomes of students. Approximately $36 million was available in continuation grants for the program in 2016, which is authorized under Title IV of the ESEA.\(^{20}\)

- **Project Prevent Grant Program.** The Project Prevent Grants Program has directed millions to school districts with pervasive violence to help pay for counseling and conflict resolution. The grants are intended to help schools identify, assess, and serve students exposed to pervasive violence; ensure that affected students are offered mental health services for trauma or anxiety; support conflict-resolution programs; and implement other strategies in order to reduce the likelihood that these students will later commit violent acts. The Project Prevent Grant program is also authorized under the ESEA and includes an estimated $9.7 million in available funds.\(^{21}\)

- **21st Century Community Learning Centers Program.** Some funding under Part B of Title IV of the ESEA, which authorizes the 21st Century Community Learning Centers program, can be used for violence prevention.

**Proposed Federal Changes**

Congress is currently considering changes to federal laws that impact school safety. Representative John Rutherford (R–FL) and Senator Orrin Hatch (R–UT) have introduced proposals in the House and the Senate to provide new federal funding to states to offset the cost associated with evidence-based programs to prevent school shootings. The proposals would enable states to use these funds to develop and operate school threat-assessment intervention teams and coordinate with local law enforcement, among other purposes. Notably, the Senate version of the proposal would partially offset the cost through funding that had previously been allocated to the Comprehensive School Safety Initiative operated by the DOJ.\(^{22}\)
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Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN), the chair of the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee, has proposed providing flexibility to states with the funding allocated under Titles II and IV of the ESEA, thus enabling states to put those existing funds toward efforts to strengthen school safety. Title II of the ESEA authorizes federal programs largely geared toward teacher professional development and class size reduction. However, the U.S. Department of Education notes that “many class size and professional development activities have resulted in negligible impacts for many students,” a point that is borne out in a larger body of research on the subject. Senator Alexander’s proposal would also leverage funding under Title IV, which, as previously discussed, provides federal funds for the SSAE Grant program, among other services.

Recommendations for State Agencies

- **Increase information sharing and collaboration among states.** State agencies should establish policies that help local school leaders better coordinate school safety efforts. As previously outlined, State School Safety Center representatives report difficulty in sharing their school safety efforts with other states. State agencies should develop frameworks for collecting and sharing information about best practices in school safety, and engage in cross-state collaboration on school safety efforts.

Recommendations for Federal Policymakers

- **Provide states flexibility in the use of federal funding.** State and local school leaders have the contextual knowledge to find school safety solutions that fit the needs of their communities. By providing flexibility under Titles II and IV of the ESEA, Congress can empower states with more control of the dollars that are currently spent under the ESEA, enabling states and localities to prioritize school safety.

- **Strengthen inter-agency communication.** SSSC representatives noted the challenges created by having multiple federal agencies involved in school safety, particularly when federal agencies supply conflicting guidance to states. Federal agencies should strengthen communication between agencies, in order to ensure subsequent guidance issued to states in the wake of school crises is consistent and clearly conveyed.

Conclusion

Crisis events in schools understandably increase scrutiny on existing policies. States have considerable tools at their disposal, such as a wide network of State School Safety Centers and existing federal funding to supplement state and local spending for strengthening school safety protocols. Re-examining how these existing efforts are implemented suggests the need for increased collaboration among states, and new flexibility for states when it comes to the use of existing federal funds. These two achievable steps could provide a promising path forward to enhancing the safety of all students in public schools across the country.
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